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JOINTHEPIPE:

OUR FRANK’S SMOKEHOUSE SALMON IS THE FRESHEST AND

MOST DELICIOUS SALMON MONEY CAN BUY. FRESHLY SMOKED BY

BOGO = Buy One Give One. For every bottle sold we donate a

FRANK AND HIS TEAM ON A 5 MINUTE BIKE RIDE FROM EERLIJK.

bottle to a child in need. Most schools don’t have water, soap or

THE SALMON COMES FROM SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES (MSC).

toilet paper in their washrooms. Since most children drink water
from their hands, this creates the possibility for waterborne

* Bakery Instute creates naturally leavened sourdough breads

illnesses to spread. To help prevent this, we provide water

of an unmatched quality adhering to time honoured artisanal

bottles for the children to drink from. An effective way to

standards. Using only the ﬁnest natural ingredients their baked

lessen the threat of water-borne illnesses, prevent the spilling

goods are made by a highly skilled team of bakers. The breads

of water and children are able to bring water from home in

are hand-made with patience, allowing time to prove creating

case there is no water available at school. In cities children

delicious full ﬂavoured items enjoyed by our gourmet quests.

often buy plastic bags filled with water at school. Without solid
waste management these bags will lead to more plastic waste
in rivers and eventually in the sea. In exchange for a reusable
drinking bottle the children collect a bag of litter first.

* Our�chicken�carries�the� label
Rouge quality�mark.�It�stands�for:�
a�longer�life,�healthy�nutrition,�
more�space,�no�antibiotics.

* The coffee beans are freshly roasted by ‘Rum Baba’, a
local coffee roastery situated in Amsterdam-East. They
also import beautiful rich tea under the label ‘Monkey
Chief’. Delicious and honest products prepared with
love by people whom continuously seek the best in
flavour and origin.
* OUR PASTRIES ARE SIMPLY THE BEST IN TOWN.
NOT TO SWEET, SO YOU CAN TASTE THE ORIGINAL

* Our eggs are farm fresh and come from the

BALANCED FLAVOURS. MADE BY ‘DE TAARTENKAMER’.

chickens can be observed via their webcam at

* It ’s not just the desire to slake your thirst with delicious
soft drinks that drives us. The Lemonaid & ChariTea project
incites and shapes the process of social change. With
each bottle we make a small contribution. We change the
world drink by drink. A little, at least. Beyond Fairtrade,
every bottle purchased supports the Lemonaid & ChariTea
Foundation. So far, they have raised more than € 1.200.000;
money which the organisation can now put to good use for a
variety of social projects in the growing regions.

Eibaar farm in Den Bommel. Their free-range
www.eibaar.nl.

* Our Carpaccio comes from Clara dairy cows,
these cows life longer and their Carpaccio has
a fuller taste. www.clara.nl
* Our daily soup is made of delicious and fresh ingredients. In
addition we have (base)soup bursting with colour, flavour and
passion made by ‘De Verspillingsfabriek’ (The Waste Factory). It
helps us contribute to minimizing food waste (in The Netherlands
alone, an annual of 5 miljard euro of food is wasted).

* Our vegetables are, where
possible, organic..

* All our products are free of added monosodium

glutamate (msg). Interesting fact, tomatoes
contain the natural form of glutamate.

* ALLERGY? ASK THE STAFF FOR OUR ALLERGY LIST .

